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A controversy exists on photic driving in the human visual cortex evoked by intermittent
photic stimulation. Frequency entrainment and resonance phenomena are reported for
frequencies higher than 12 Hz in some studies while missing in others. We hypothesized
that this might be due to different experimental conditions, since both high and low
intensity light stimulation were used. However, most studies do not report radiometric
measurements, which makes it impossible to categorize the stimulation according
to photopic, mesopic, and scotopic vision. Low intensity light stimulation might lead
to scotopic vision, where rod perception dominates. In this study, we investigated
photic driving for rod-dominated visual input under scotopic conditions. Twelve healthy
volunteers were stimulated with low intensity light flashes at 20 stimulation frequencies,
leading to rod activation only. The frequencies were multiples of the individual alpha
frequency (α) of each volunteer in the range from 0.40 to 2.30∗α. Three hundred
and six-channel whole head magnetoencephalography recordings were analyzed in
time, frequency, and spatiotemporal domains with the Topographic Matching Pursuit
algorithm. We found resonance phenomena and frequency entrainment for stimulations
at or close to the individual alpha frequency (0.90–1.10∗α) and half of the alpha
frequency (0.40–0.55∗α). No signs of resonance and frequency entrainment phenomena
were revealed around 2.00∗α. Instead, on-responses at the beginning and off-responses
at the end of each stimulation train were observed for the first time in a photic driving
experiment at frequencies of 1.30–2.30∗α, indicating that the flicker fusion threshold
was reached. All results, the resonance and entrainment as well as the fusion effects,
provide evidence for rod-dominated photic driving in the visual cortex.
Keywords: visual system, alpha rhythm, photic driving, resonance phenomena, frequency entrainment,
magnetoencephalography, rod-driven
INTRODUCTION
Intermittent photic stimulation (IPS) is an important method in neurophysiological examinations
in clinical practice. In research, it has been widely used to explore basic mechanisms of bioelectrical
rhythmic activity in the human brain (Lazarev et al., 2001; Stough et al., 2001; Takahashi, 2005).
Photic driving can be induced by IPS, and is characterized by rhythmic brain activity related to that
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of the stimulus (Van der Tweel and Verduyn Lunel, 1964; Regan,
1965; Lazarev et al., 2001). Two main measureable phenomena
in electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography
(MEG) are observed: frequency entrainment and resonance
effects. Frequency entrainment is characterized by the frequency-
locking of a free running brain rhythm to the stimulation
frequency of the IPS (Hayashi, 1985; Silberstein, 1995; Pikovsky
et al., 2001). Resonance phenomena occur for the stimulation
at or near spontaneous frequencies and its harmonics and are
indicated by enlarged response amplitudes (Bas¸ar et al., 1997;
Herrmann, 2001). In the case of the alpha rhythm, the effects
are called alpha frequency entrainment and alpha resonance.
The quantization of the photic driving effect is widely used
to study differences between healthy brain activity and several
neurophysiological diseases, such as schizophrenia, epilepsy, and
dementia, e.g., (Drake et al., 1989; Fukami et al., 2008).
The mechanisms causing photic driving and their connection
to the alpha rhythm are not fully understood. Gebber et al. (1999)
investigated the human alpha rhythm by stimulating with light
flashes at 3–12 Hz and observed a frequency-locking between the
alpha frequency and the stimulation frequency. They concluded
that a non-linear oscillator must generate the alpha rhythm.
Herrmann (Herrmann, 2001) performed IPS from 1 to 100 Hz in
steps of 1 Hz and found that the evoked responses exposed clear
resonance phenomena (amplitude increase) for the stimulation
with 10, 20, 40, and 80 Hz. The author suggests that the strong
resonance at 10 Hz may relate to mechanisms responsible for
the spontaneous alpha activity while the resonance at 40 Hz may
reflect neuronal structures producing gamma activity. Miranda
de Sá and Infantosi (2005) stimulated with flicker frequencies
of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 Hz and reported comparatively
stronger photic driving in the EEG when stimulating close to
the alpha frequency. No frequency entrainment was observed
when stimulating with 15 Hz. Kalitzin et al. (2002) performed
the first photic driving experiments on the basis of simultaneous
EEG/MEG recordings. Further, Schwab et al. (2006) stimulated
with flicker frequencies that were adapted to the individual alpha
frequency of each volunteer while measuring EEG and MEG.
They reported frequency entrainment and a significantly elevated
alpha peak in the power spectra when stimulating at or close
to the individual alpha frequency (∼0.90–1.10∗α) or half the
individual alpha frequency (∼0.45–0.55∗α) being slightly more
pronounced in the MEG compared to the EEG. By means of
a topographic analysis with spatiotemporal Matching Pursuit
algorithms, Halbleib et al. (2012) examined the spatial stability
of photic driving based on the data of Schwab et al. (2006).
They quantified stages of engagement and disengagement,
where engagement describes the effect of EEG/MEG topography
stabilization after the beginning of the stimulation indicating
the synchronization of the neural oscillators. Disengagement
specifies the effect of topography destabilization after the end of
the stimulation and thereby the desynchronization of the neural
oscillators. The described effects support the hypothesis of a
coupled system of neural oscillators with an individual resonance
frequency underlying the photic driving effect, as reported by
Fedotchev et al. (1990), Lopes da Silva (1991) and Stam et al.
(1999).
While Herrmann (2001) and Lazarev et al. (2001, 2004)
reported that flicker stimulation at frequencies higher than 12 Hz
led to resonance effects, Schwab et al. (2006) and Halbleib
et al. (2012) found neither resonance phenomena nor frequency
entrainment at stimulation frequencies higher than 1.10∗α. The
used stimulation setup could be a reason for the different
results, because Herrmann (2001) and Lazarev et al. (2001,
2004) applied high intensity light stimulation; whereas Schwab
et al. (2006) and Halbleib et al. (2012) used a combination
of relatively low light intensity eyes closed stimulation and a
presentation in a dimly illuminated room. The conditions of
the latter setup are characteristic for scotopic vision, which
is dominated by rod photoreceptors. However, none of the
studies reported radiometric measurements for their stimulation
setups. For scotopic vision, the existence of two different types
of rod pathways and thereby of two temporally different rod
signals is postulated (Hess and Nordby, 1986; Sharpe et al.,
1989): a slow, sensitive pathway resulting in a slow, sensitive
signal superimposed by a fast, insensitive signal from the
second pathway. In the sensitive pathway, rod signals travel via
rod ON bipolar cells to different ganglion cells. The synaptic
mechanism between the cells allows the transmission of single-
photon signals and is very effective at low light intensities.
In the insensitive pathway, rod signals travel very fast via
gap junctions between rod bipolar cells and ganglion cells.
As the light intensity level is increased, the slow rod signal
changes gradually to the fast rod signal (Stockman et al., 1991).
Owing to phase shift effects at approximately 15 Hz, both
signals interfere and cancel each other out in this frequency
range. However, the processing of rod vision is considerably
slower than that of cone vision. Sharpe et al. (1989) reported
maximum rod perceptible flicker frequencies between 20 and
25 Hz. Further, Stockman et al. (1995) investigated flicker-
evoked slow and fast rod signals using the electroretinogram
(ERG) and reported amplitude losses of nearly 90% at an IPS
of 18 Hz in comparison to the amplitudes at 8 Hz. It can be
summarized that the flicker perception by rods is limited by a
flicker fusion threshold of approximately 15 Hz, while cones can
perceive frequencies up to 100 Hz (Sharpe et al., 1989; Tovée,
1996). Our hypothesis of a rod-dominated vision in the setup
of Schwab et al. (2006) would therefore explain the absence of
entrainment and resonance effects when stimulating with flicker
frequencies higher than 15 Hz despite they were found in other
setups.
The aim of this study is to investigate for the first time photic
driving under the condition of scotopic vision in the human
visual system. We chose a setup comparable to the study of
Schwab et al. (2006) with a low intensity light stimulation at
frequencies that were adapted to the individual alpha frequency
in the range from 0.40 to 2.30∗α. Radiometric measurements
allowed us to specifically target scotopic vision. We expected to
observe photic driving for the stimulation at and around 0.50∗α
and 1.00∗α, but no effects at and around 2.00∗α, since no rod
input to the visual system and thus to the cortical neuronal
network can be expected above ∼15 Hz. As the MEG reveals
a slightly better performance in previous photic driving studies
(Schwab et al., 2006), we recorded a 306-channel MEG. The
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data were analyzed in the time, frequency, and spatiotemporal
domains.
In the following, we give definitions of the different aspects
of the photic driving phenomenon as they are essential for the
subsequent sections:
• Photic driving: can be induced by IPS, and is characterized
by rhythmic brain activity related to that of the stimulus; two
main measureable phenomena in EEG and MEG are observed:
frequency entrainment and resonance effects (Van der Tweel
and Verduyn Lunel, 1964; Regan, 1965; Lazarev et al., 2001),
• Frequency entrainment: frequency-locking of a free running
brain rhythm to the stimulation frequency of the IPS (Hayashi,
1985; Silberstein, 1995; Pikovsky et al., 2001),
• Resonance effects: enlarged response amplitudes when
applying an IPS frequency in the range of a free running brain
rhythm or harmonically related frequencies (Bas¸ar et al., 1997;
Herrmann, 2001),
• Engagement: effect of EEG/MEG topography stabilization
after the beginning of the IPS indicating the synchronization
of the neural oscillators,
• Disengagement: topography destabilization after the end of
the IPS, and thereby the desynchronization of the neural
oscillators (Halbleib et al., 2012),
• Flicker fusion threshold: frequency at which an IPS is
perceived as a static illumination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Volunteers
Twelve healthy volunteers, six male and six female, between 21
and 42 years of age (median 26) participated in the study. All
volunteers reported normal vision and no neurological disorders.
Written informed consent was obtained. The study was approved
by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the
Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena.
Stimulation and Recording
The participants were stimulated, eyes closed, by intermittent
flickering light at 20 different stimulation frequencies that were
multiples of the subject’s individual alpha frequency α in the
range from 0.40 to 2.30 times α. The stimulation frequencies
of 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05,
1.10, 1.30, 1.70, 1.90, 1.95, 2.00, 2.05, 2.10, and 2.30∗α, were
presented in a randomized order and the order of presentation
was reversed for half of the volunteers. The stimuli were produced
by two light-emitting diodes. Optical fibers transmitted the
stimuli from outside the recording room to light diffusers located
approximately 10 cm in front of the volunteer. To determine
the effective eyelid luminance of the closed eye, we performed
a radiometric measurement. Therefore, a research radiometer
(IL1700, International Light Technologies, Peabody, MA, USA)
was placed equivalent to the position of the subject’s eye.
Using the eyelid transmission of Bierman et al. (2011) and the
assumption that transmitted light through the eyelid follows a
Lambertian angular distribution, we computed a luminance of
0.0003 cd/m2. According to the work of Stockman and Sharpe
(2006) this leads to scotopic vision. The volunteers were placed
in seating position in a magnetically shielded room, where a
whole head MEG was recorded using 102 magnetometers and 204
planar gradiometers, arranged in 102 sensor triplets (Vectorview;
Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland).
At the beginning of each measurement, MEG during resting
state (mind rest) with closed eyes (60 s) was recorded to estimate
the individual alpha rhythm of each volunteer via determination
of the peak frequency in the amplitude spectrum. As the light in
the chamber was dimmed, rod-dominated vision was assumed
after an adaption time of 8–10 min. Each stimulation frequency
was presented in one frequency block consisting of 30 trains of
40 periods, which correspond to 40 light flashes as illustrated
in Figure 1A. Resting periods of 4 s between the trains and of
approximately 120 s between the frequency blocks were recorded.
After presenting ten stimulation frequencies, the recording
was paused for 5–10 min to allow a short recovery of the
volunteer before presenting the following 10 frequency blocks.
The experiment lasted approximately 90 min plus preparation
time for each volunteer. The MEG was sampled with 1000 Hz,
and hardware filtered between 0.1 and 300 Hz.
Data Analysis
Data Processing
The data were digitally bandpass filtered between 2 and 30 Hz
with a zerophase Butterworth filter of order 4, and a baseline
correction on the data of each stimulation frequency as well as
a linear trend elimination were applied. The recordings were
analyzed using an average over 30 trains for each stimulation
frequency. Signal processing was performed using MATLAB
version 7.9.0 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), and
statistical analyses were performed with the statistical software
package SPSS 21.0.0.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
Frequency Domain
Amplitude and power spectra were calculated via fast Fourier
transform (FFT) for each stimulation frequency (interval from
stimulus 1–40) and resting alpha (time frame as for 1.00∗α),
averaged over 24 occipital gradiometer channels, covering the
back part of the head. The spectral power peak at the stimulation
frequency was determined for each volunteer and each presented
frequency.
For the resting state measurement and every stimulation
frequency measurement of every volunteer, the peak amplitude
at the identified alpha frequency was determined in the spectra.
Following the analysis concept of Fukami et al. (2008), we
computed the ratio between the alpha peak amplitude during
stimulation and the resting state alpha peak amplitude for each
volunteer and each stimulation frequency to investigate the
amount of alpha activity for each IPS frequency. We refer to
the resulting values as alpha peak ratios. Those ratios were
further tested for statistically significant differences by means
of a MANOVA and post hoc paired t-tests (significance level
0.05). All statistical tests in this paper are based on the whole
study population, unless stated otherwise. The following null
hypothesis H0 was tested on the alpha peak ratios for each
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup (A) and visualization of the Topographic Matching Pursuit (TMP) approach (B). (A) For each volunteer, twenty stimulation
frequencies were applied in a randomized order, where for each frequency 30 trains of 40 flashes were presented. The trains were averaged in the data processing.
(B) Those averaged trains were then analyzed using TMP. One TMP atom was calculated for each stimulus and for the duration of 10 periods after the offset of the
IPS. For each volunteer, those TMP atoms were compared with the individual reference atom. The maximum correlation coefficient of this comparison was extracted
for each atom (40 + 10), which formed the correlation coefficient sequences.
stimulation frequency via paired t-tests: the distribution of the
alpha peak ratios has a mean of one, µ = 1, stating that the
alpha activity is equal with or without stimulation. As alternative
hypothesis, both options were tested, µ> 1 and µ< 1.
Moreover, the highest peak amplitude in each spectrum was
determined in the range of the stimulation frequency (±2 Hz).
We refer to this peak as response frequency. We then defined two
conditions to classify an alpha frequency entrainment. Firstly,
entrainment means that the determined response frequency is
exactly at the stimulation frequency or at its harmonics. Secondly,
we specified an amplitude threshold for the determination of
the response frequency to prevent an incorrect classification of
the response due to noise and interindividual variability. The
amplitude of the response peak in the spectrum had to exceed
20% of the maximum frequency peak that was found throughout
the whole study population.
Spatiotemporal Domain
Engagement and disengagement in the spatiotemporal domain
were investigated by performing a mapping analysis using
Topographic Matching Pursuit (TMP). TMP was first introduced
by Gratkowski et al. (2007) as an extension on Matching Pursuit
(Mallat and Zhang, 1993) for the purpose of multichannel
analysis such as EEG and MEG data. TMP allows for a
dimension reduction of the spatiotemporally distributed data
by using extended Gabor atoms, so-called TMP atoms gγ, for
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approximation. TMP atoms consist of modulated and scaled
Gaussian window functions. They describe a signal completely
in the time, frequency, and spatial domain for a specified period
of time by using only one parameter vector γ consisting of
five parameters. γ is a function of the scale s, translation u,
and modulation ξ . Two additional parameters hold a list of
amplitudes and a list of phase shifts that adjust the atom for
each channel. The values of s, u, and ξ are chosen that way
that the picked atom shows the highest correlation over all
channels and therefore provides topographic information. TMP
was especially suitable for our aim of analyzing oscillations due to
the use of time-frequency dictionaries (Mallat and Zhang, 1993;
Gratkowski et al., 2007). Furthermore, TMP allows an evaluation
of the topographic relationships in photic driving based on atom
parameters, especially s, u, and ξ , rather than just based on visual
observations of topographies.
TMP atom sets were calculated consisting of one TMP atom
for the period of each visual stimulus (1–40) and for the ten
periods after the end of the stimulation due to the expected
reverberation (preservation) of the alpha rhythm (Sakamoto
et al., 1993). TMP atoms were thereby computed separately for
the 40 + 10 periods of every stimulation frequency and every
volunteer. A so-called individual reference atom was calculated
for every volunteer by averaging the 40 TMP atoms at the
stimulation with 1.00∗α. This reference atom was supposed to
represent a strong alpha activity in photic driving. Normalized
correlation coefficients between the reference atom and the
40+ 10 TMP atoms were calculated for each channel, stimulation
frequency, and volunteer (see Figure 1B). The maximum values
were used to form so-called correlation coefficient sequences
consisting of 40 + 10 coefficients for each channel, stimulation
frequency, and volunteer. Those values were taken as a measure
for the similarity between the reference atom (and thereby photic
driving effect) and the individual response approximated in the
TMP atoms. For a more detailed description of the procedure,
please see (Gratkowski et al., 2007) and (Halbleib et al., 2012). The
correlation coefficient sequences as well as the TMP parameters s,
u, and ξ were visually and statistically evaluated.
Time Domain
If the flicker fusion threshold of rod perception was reached
by the flicker stimulus in our experimental setup, the volunteer
would perceive the IPS as constant light stimulation. At the
beginning and the end of continuous visual stimulation, an
on-response shortly after the beginning as well as an off-
response shortly after the end of the stimulation can be expected
(Clynes et al., 1964). To investigate possible on-responses and
off-responses in our data, the time signal was considered.
Additionally, the mean envelope of each stimulation frequency
block was calculated over all channels using the Hilbert transform
for the signal 500 ms before the stimulation onset until 3 s after
the end of the stimulation. On-responses were defined as the first
peak in the envelope arising after the onset of the flicker stimulus,
off-responses as the first outstanding peak after the end of the IPS.
The peak amplitude and the latency of the peak maximum were
determined for both responses in each stimulation block of each
volunteer. The occurrence and parameters of on-response and
off-response were tested statistically by means of an analysis of
variances (ANOVA; significance level 0.05) and post hoc paired
t-tests. The relevant null hypotheses and alternative hypotheses
are reported in the section “Results”.
RESULTS
Overview
The mean resting state alpha frequency over all volunteers was
10.58 ± 1.14 Hz. An example of the preprocessed averaged
data of one volunteer is illustrated in Figure 2A for three
stimulation frequencies. Substantial amplitude rises indicating
strong resonance effects were found for a stimulation at the
individual alpha frequency (1.00∗α), and at half the individual
alpha frequency (0.50∗α). The response was preserved shortly
after the end of the stimulation. By contrast, stimulation at
twice the individual alpha frequency (2.00∗α) did not evoke
a highly increased oscillatory response. This impression was
reinforced considering the square root of mean global field power
(MGFP) over all magnetometer channels, exemplarily displayed
in Figure 2B. The here presented course of the square root of
the MGFP was representative for 83% of the volunteers. The
remaining volunteers showed weaker responses toward the IPS
with small amplitudes.
Frequency Domain
Exemplary spectra of one volunteer are shown in Figure 3A
(see Supplementary Material for spectra of all volunteers). The
peaks in the spectra demonstrate the photic driving effect for
the stimulation frequencies 0.45, 0.50, 0.95, 1.00, as well as
1.30∗α. On the contrary, the photic driving was absent for
the stimulation with 1.95 and 2.00∗α in this volunteer, which
is indicated by the missing peaks in the spectra at these two
frequencies. At 0.45 and at 0.95∗α, the characteristic frequency
entrainment can be observed, which is indicated by the peaks
at the stimulation frequency and a missing peak at 0.50 and
at 1.00∗α, respectively. Figure 3B displays the spectral power
of the stimulation frequencies for all volunteers. On average,
the power for IPS between 1.70 and 2.30∗α was no more than
3.58 (fT·cm−1)2. The highest power peaks were found for IPS
close to the individual alpha frequency with a maximum of 312.5
(fT·cm−1)2 for the stimulation with 1.00∗α. The stimulation with
IPS between 0.40 and 0.80∗α revealed power peaks between 35.8
and 45.7 (fT·cm−1)2, indicating enhanced rhythmic activity at
those stimulation frequencies.
The occurrence of frequency entrainment varied strongly
between the volunteers. The responses were classified into two
groups for each stimulation frequency as shown in Figure 3C:
entrainment, and no entrainment (see “Frequency Domain”
for the classification rules). We found entrainment in the
flicker frequency range from 0.40 to 1.30∗α. In our population,
frequency entrainment occurred most frequently for stimulation
frequencies close to the individual alpha frequency and half of the
individual alpha frequency. On average, 7 out of 12 volunteers
showed frequency entrainment effects for the stimulation with
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FIGURE 2 | Averaged single right-occipital gradiometer channel measurement data in pT·cm−1 over time (A) and square root of mean global field
power (MGFP) of all magnetometers (pT) over time (B) of volunteer P01. Baseline is displayed for 500 ms before and 1 s after the end of the stimulation (see
red lines).
0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.90, 0.95, 1.05, and 1.10∗α. No entrainment
was found for stimulation frequencies higher than 1.30∗α.
The strong oscillatory responses in the alpha band at
stimulations with the individual alpha frequency and its first
subharmonic were underlined by the calculated alpha peak power
ratios depicted in Figure 3D (average over all volunteers). We
found ratios with a value larger than 1.0, indicating an increased
activity in the alpha band, for the stimulation at 0.50, 0.95,
1.00, 1.05, and 1.10∗α. For the stimulation frequencies 0.40, 0.45,
0.60–0.90, and 1.30–2.30∗α, we found significantly reduced alpha
activity by means of a paired t-test (H0: µ= 1; p< 0.05) between
the alpha peak in the responses and the resting state alpha
peak. A statistical comparison of the ratios for each stimulation
frequency [H0: µ1(f 1) = µ2(f 2); p < 0.05] revealed that the
ratios at 0.40, 0.45, 0.60–0.90, and 1.30–2.30∗α were significantly
decreased compared to the ratios of the flicker frequencies
around 0.50 and 1.00∗α. Interestingly, the calculated ratios
showed larger variances for frequencies evoking a resonance
phenomenon than for the others as seen in Figure 3D.
Spatiotemporal Domain
In general, the TMP atoms approximated both the oscillatory
activity and its topographic distribution well as demonstrated in
Figure 4A. The TMP atom with its five parameters captured all
the relevant spatiotemporal features of the original signal. The
resulting reference atom of this volunteer is exemplary shown
in Figure 4B revealing strong activity above the parietal and
occipital lobe.
Distinct TMP correlation coefficient sequences exposed three
phases characterizing the engagement and disengagement process
as highlighted in Figure 4C. The mean correlation coefficient
sequence over all volunteers is displayed for the stimulation with
1.00∗α. In phase I, the correlation coefficients increased until
stimulus 5–10, accompanied by an adjustment of the frequency
parameter of the TMP atoms. This frequency parameter
increased until stimulus 5–10. This indicated the engagement
process: the neural network progressively synchronizes with
the IPS. Phase I was followed by a stable plateau (phase
II) in the correlation coefficients as well as in the frequency
parameters for those participants who showed a photic
driving effect. Shortly after the end of the IPS, a decrease
of the correlation coefficients could be observed (phase
III) indicating the disengagement (desynchronization) process
after a short preservation of the resonance state (Sakamoto
et al., 1993) for 1–3 periods. The frequency parameters
revealed significantly higher variances for phases I and III
than for phase II [t-test; e.g., H0: µ1(var1) = µ2(var2);
p< 0.01].
We classified the IPS responses of the volunteers into three
groups (good, moderate, and weak responses) based on the
establishment of the three phases in the correlation coefficient
sequences. If all three phases could be identified by eye and the
variance of the coefficients was below a predefined threshold
(0.004), the response was assigned to be a good response. If
all three phases could be identified by eye but the variance
of the coefficients exceeded the threshold, the response was
assigned to be moderate. If the phases could not be identified
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FIGURE 3 | Amplitude spectra for seven stimulation frequencies and resting MEG (resting state α) of volunteer P01 (A), mean power for all volunteers
and all stimulation frequencies (B), frequency entrainment classification for all volunteers (C), and the mean alpha peak ratio over all volunteers (D).
(A) The shown amplitude spectra (pT·cm−1) were calculated over 24 occipital gradiometer channels and are displayed in the frequency range from 2 to 25 Hz. The
estimated individual alpha frequency of the presented volunteer in (A) was 9.6 Hz. Resonance phenomena become obvious for the stimulation frequencies 1.00,
0.95, 0.50, and 0.45∗α. Please see Supplementary Material for amplitude spectra of all volunteers. (B) Presents the mean and positive standard deviation power
peaks for all volunteers and stimulation frequencies. (C) The volunteer’s responses in terms of frequency entrainment were classified for each stimulation frequency
(x-axis) according to our definition of entrainment and no entrainment in the FFT spectra (concurrence and amplitude threshold). One hundred percent on the
ordinate equal 12 volunteers. (D) The alpha peak ratio between the alpha peak of each stimulation frequency and the resting state alpha peak is displayed for all 20
stimulation frequencies (x-axis) as mean and standard deviation for all volunteers. The dotted gray line marks the alpha peak ratio value of 1: all values higher than
this indicate an increased alpha activity.
by eye, the responses were classified as weak. We found that
50–100% of the volunteers showed good to moderate photic
driving responses for the stimulation frequencies around alpha
(0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10∗α), and 33–42% for an IPS
at 0.50 and 0.55∗α. The stimulation frequencies 0.45, 0.60,
0.70, and 0.80∗α yielded moderate responses in 1–2 volunteers,
while the remaining stimulation frequencies yielded only weak
responses. For every volunteer, the TMP correlation coefficient
sequences presented an unsteady course with the absence of
distinct phases for all stimulation frequencies from 1.30 to 2.30∗α
(see Figure 4D).
A subsequent visual examination of the topographic
distributions of the magnetic field was performed to confirm
the results of the TMP analysis. Over time, the topographies
revealed the three characteristic phases of engagement, stability,
and disengagement for an IPS around 0.50 and 1.00∗α, and an
unstable behavior for 1.30–2.30∗α. Thus, the visual analysis of
the topographies confirmed the performed TMP analysis as a
suitable method for characterizing topographic behavior. The
classification results of the analyses in the spatial domain were
in line with our findings in the frequency domain in terms of
frequency selectivity (see Figure 3C).
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FIGURE 4 | Approximation, topography of the reference atom, and correlation coefficient sequence of the TMP atoms. (A) The original measurement of
the 20th stimulus is shown for the whole period of 125 ms for the stimulation with 1.00∗α of volunteer P10. Underneath its approximation by a TMP atom is
displayed. The topographies depict the field distributions of the magnetometers using the same scale as in (B). (B) The topography of the magnetometers is plotted
for the resulting reference atom of volunteer P10 at the same time as in (A). (C) The mean correlation coefficient sequence for each channel over all subjects is
depicted for the stimulus periods 1–40 and 10 periods after the end of stimulation (x-axis) for the flicker stimulation with 1.00∗α. The coefficients are normalized in
the range from 0 to 1. Three characteristic phases are observed marked by dotted red lines and numbers: phase I increase, phase II plateau, and phase III decrease.
(D) Mean correlation coefficient sequence for each channel over all subjects for the stimulation with 2.00∗α over the same stimulus range as in (C).
Time Domain
Resonance phenomena for stimulation frequencies at or close
to 2.0∗α did not appear, neither was frequency entrainment
observed (see Figure 2 for time domain, Figure 3 for frequency
domain, and Figure 4 for spatial domain). We found a noticeable
brief rise in amplitude in the square root of the MGFP
as well as in the envelopes shortly after the onset of the
IPS. An example of the calculated envelopes for stimulation
at 1.00 and at 2.00∗α is presented in Figure 5. The rise
in amplitude is highlighted in Figure 5 by the first blue
arrow. A similar rise in amplitude, although smaller and less
distinct than the one at the beginning of the stimulation,
occurred shortly after the end of the stimulation for several
stimulation frequencies (Figure 5, second blue arrow). Across all
stimulation frequencies, the on-response was visible in 8 out of
12 volunteers, while the off-response was visible in 5 out of 12
volunteers.
The topographies show similar characteristics for the photic
driving at 1.00∗α, consisting of alpha frequency entrainment
as well as resonance phenomena, and the detected on- and
off-response of the 2∗α stimulation (see Figure 5). Because
not every volunteer showed an on-response, statistics on the
on- and off-responses were based on eight participants per
stimulation frequency. The on-response appeared with a latency
of 201.7 ± 18.1 ms after the onset of the stimulation. No
statistically significant correlations between latency, amplitude,
stimulation frequency, and stimulation frequency sequence
were found by ANOVA [e.g., H0 for stimulation frequency
dependency: µ1(f 1) = µ2(f 2) = . . . = µ20(f 20); p > 0.05] on the
on-responses. We found the off-responses (153.43 ± 65.06 ms)
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FIGURE 5 | Envelope over time and topography of the magnetometer signals illustrating the photic driving effect at 1.00∗α and the on-/off-response
for the stimulation with 2.00∗α for volunteer P10. Baseline is displayed 500 ms before the stimulation onset and 1 s after the end of the stimulation (red lines).
The blue arrows mark the time points that the topographies display.
to appear more often for high stimulation frequencies (1.30–
2.30∗α) than for low stimulation frequencies (0.40–1.10∗α)
[t-test; H0: µ1(f 1, . . ., f 12) = µ2(f 13, . . ., f 20); p < 0.05).
As seen in Figure 5, the topographic distributions of the
off-response and the on-response revealed a related dipolar
pattern.
DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to provide
evidence for rod-input driven frequency entrainment and
resonance effects in a photic driving experiment. Two main
findings support our argument: (i) we found resonance
phenomena and frequency entrainment for stimulation
frequencies up to 1.30∗α and no resonance or entrainment
above this frequency, which can be explained with the temporal
properties of rod pathway; (ii) we found an on- and an
off-response in the recordings for frequencies above 1.30∗α
indicating that volunteers perceived a constant stimulation
instead of a flicker stimulation.
In this study, radiometric measurement ensured well defined
scotopic vision in the human eye during the photic driving
experiment, which is dominated by rods. Rod photoreceptors
process visual information considerably slower compared to cone
photoreceptors (Sharpe et al., 1989; Stockman et al., 1995). The
individual flicker fusion threshold, which affects the response
behavior of the volunteer’s visual system, is influenced by the
light intensity of the photic stimulus, as well as the adaption
condition of the eye (Wiemeyer, 1990). Consequently, a rod-
driven oscillatory response caused by a periodic input would
be limited to a stimulation frequency of approximately 15 Hz
(Stockman et al., 1991). By contrast, a cone driven input led
to resonance phenomena for stimulation at frequencies up to
90 Hz (Herrmann, 2001). We observed no resonance phenomena
for stimulation frequencies higher than 1.10∗α, which equals
11.5 ± 1.2 Hz in our study population. Additionally, frequency
entrainment was not found for stimulation frequencies above
1.30∗α, which equals 13.6 ± 1.4 Hz. This finding indicates
that photic driving under scotopic conditions is limited by
the flicker perception range of the rod photoreceptors. The
alpha desynchronization for flicker frequencies above 1.30∗α, as
observed in Figure 3, might also be explained by the reduction
of rhythmic brain activity by visual stimuli (Vijn et al., 1991),
following the concept of event-related synchronization and
desynchronization of the visual cortex, see (Pfurtscheller Lopes
and da Silva, 1999) for an overview.
Our study provides latency and topography information
for the visually evoked field (VEF) related to the onset and
termination of a scotopic flickering visual stimulus (on-response
and off-response). The on-responses in our recordings occurred
in a narrow range of latencies around 201.7 ± 18.15 ms
(mean ± SD) for all stimulation frequencies. This on-response
characterizes the first perception of a visual stimulus. The
latencies are compatible with ERG recordings, where single
flash waveforms are the first response to a flickering stimulus
(Marmor et al., 2009), and with visually evoked potentials (VEP)
produced by single stimuli in scotopic vision (Schlegelmilch,
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2004). The intra-individually stable topographies over the head
at on-response latency support our assumption of an initial VEF.
Our analysis further revealed an increase in amplitude shortly
after the end of the IPS. As this effect occurred significantly more
often for higher stimulation frequencies (1.30–2.30∗α) than for
lower stimulation frequencies (0.40–1.10∗α), it can be interpreted
as a result of exceeding of the rod-dominated individual flicker
fusion threshold. Assuming that the volunteers perceived the
flicker light as a static illumination when the flicker fusion
threshold is exceeded, an off-response can be expected in the
MEG (Clynes et al., 1964). Therefore, the occurrence of an on-
response as well as an off-response as transient responses toward
flicker stimulation at frequencies ≥ 1.30∗α may be indicative
of perception via rods in our experiment. Furthermore, this
might explain the comparatively lower alpha rhythm activity
for IPS ≥ 1.30∗α because the visual stimuli are no longer
perceived as flickering light. This could indicate an event-
related desynchronization of the underlying neural network
(Pfurtscheller Lopes and da Silva, 1999).
We found strong alpha resonance phenomena for an IPS at
stimulation frequencies around the volunteer’s alpha frequency
(0.95–1.10∗α) and the first subharmonic (0.50–0.55∗α). This
confirmed the results of our previous analysis (Schwab et al.,
2006). The topographic engagement and disengagement process
for the underlying neural network was described by correlation
coefficient sequences between an individual reference TMP
atom and TMP atoms for each stimulation frequency. In
those sequences, three phases were found characterizing the
engagement, plateau, and disengagement. The preservation of
the photic driving effect shortly after the end of the IPS is in
line with earlier observations (Halbleib et al., 2012; Spaak et al.,
2014).
A comparison with the former results of Halbleib et al. (2012)
revealed a less stable plateau phase in our correlation coefficient
sequences meaning that the coefficients appeared to have a higher
variance. This may be explained by the fact that we used whole
head recordings in contrast to the previously used occipital
sensor setup with 31 channels. In whole head data, the occipital
region has less weighted influence on the selection of the TMP
atom, since a higher number and wider spread channels are
considered (Gratkowski et al., 2007). Besides, TMP was found to
be powerful tool for summarizing the spatiotemporal behavior of
MEG measurements.
On average, frequency entrainment was observed for 7
out of 12 volunteers for stimulation frequencies close to the
individual alpha frequency or close to half of the individual alpha
frequency (0.40, 0.45, 0.55, 0.60, 0.90, 0.95, 1.05, and 1.10∗α).
Ten out of twelve volunteers showed a resonant response for
1.00∗α. Other studies reported driving responses of 50–80%
for healthy volunteers depending on the presented frequency
(Lazarev et al., 2004; Miranda de Sá and Infantosi, 2005),
which is in good agreement with the results in our study.
The variability of the found responses can be explained by the
variability of the individual alpha rhythm itself (Garn et al.,
2012). The alpha rhythm is among others related to age, memory
performance, and the mental state of the volunteer (Klimesch,
1996), yielding large inter- and intra-individual differences in
the steady-state responses (Pigeau and Frame, 1992). Moreover,
the one-time estimation of the individual alpha rhythm at the
beginning of each measurement session did not capture the
temporal change of the volunteer’s alpha activity during the
measurements. All these factors contribute to the variability seen
in the entrainment classification and the alpha ratios (Figure 3D)
and the variability in the topographic correlation coefficient
sequences (Figures 4C,D).
Frequency entrainment and resonance produced by IPS can
be explained by a neural oscillator network (Mundy-Castle, 1953;
Kawaguchi et al., 1993). An alternative explanation has been
provided by Capilla et al. (2011), who proposed the concept of
a temporal superposition of transient event-related responses.
However, recent evidence presented by Notbohm et al. (2016)
indicates that entrainment but not superposition of event-
related responses to be associated with steady-state visual evoked
potentials.
The dynamics of the alpha frequency entrainment process
and those of accompanying phase-locked gamma oscillations
(30–60 Hz) were investigated by Wacker et al. (2011) using the
recordings of Schwab et al. (2006) for the stimulation frequencies
0.80, 1.05, and 1.20∗α. A frequency entrainment is observed
within the first second after stimulus onset, accompanied
by an extensively rising phase-locking to the onset (400 ms
after onset). Resonance appears approximately 500 ms after
frequency entrainment, indicating that resonance and frequency
entrainment do not occur simultaneously, which is consistent
with our observations. Wacker et al. (2011) found that a certain
degree of frequency entrainment remained effective during the
rest periods of 4 s between the stimulation trains of a flicker
frequency. Besides an IPS driven oscillation, the findings of
Wacker et al. (2011) indicated sustained generator activation
during flicker stimulation.
The frequency for which the maximum resonance in
photic driving experiments occurs is controversial. For example
Herrmann (2001) and Pastor et al. (2003) found the strongest
responses on average to flicker stimuli of ∼15 Hz, whereas in
other experiments (Lazarev et al., 2001; Schwab et al., 2006)
the strongest resonance occurred at flicker frequencies closest
to the individual alpha frequency (∼10 Hz). The perception
performance of the human eye depends on the stimulation
conditions (flicker light intensity, ambient light, adaption of
the human eye, and other factors) and thereby varies over
the disparate experimental setups. Our study showed that rod-
driven photic driving is limited by the flicker fusion threshold.
Resonance phenomena caused by photic driving were modeled
by Spiegler et al. (2011) using the concept of a periodically
forced oscillator (Janson and Rit neural mass model). In that
study, the (non-linear) dynamics of the system are dependent
on the relationship between flicker frequency and intrinsic
frequency, as well as on the intensity of the stimulus. Our
investigations support those dependencies by demonstrating
frequency selectivity of the underlying network as well as an
impact of the presented stimulus intensity.
In summary, we propose the existence of frequency
entrainment and resonance phenomena in rod-driven photic
driving experiments. It is limited by the flicker fusion threshold
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at around 15 Hz. Photometrical measurements of stimulation
setups for IPS are essential to predict the response behavior.
Future studies are required to perform direct comparisons
between rod and cone driven responses.
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